
To: Ed Scofield, BOS Dist. II 

Re: COVID 

 

Mr. Scofield: 

Common sense appears to be in short supply when it comes to protecting the community against 
COVID. 
 
Science has proven – and continues to prove – that wearing masks and social distancing are legitimate 
paths to slowing down and eventually beating this virus.   We realize such requirements are irksome, but 
compared to the alternative, i.e., rampant illness and death, they are doable and in the long run, will 
prove the only means to get our community and country back on track. 
 
Let us bite the bullet, do the right thing, and beat COVID. If we do not, it will beat us. 
 
Jacqueline Finley and Richard Sciaroni 



 

From: "
Date: July 26, 2020 at 1:34:22 PM PDT
To: Ed Scofield <Ed.Scofield@co.nevada.ca.us>, Richard Anderson
<Richard.Anderson@co.nevada.ca.us>, Dan Miller <Dan.Miller@co.nevada.ca.us>,
Heidi Hall <Heidi.Hall@co.nevada.ca.us>, Sue Hoek <Sue.Hoek@co.nevada.ca.us>
Subject: LEADERSHIP

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.

TO THE SUPERVISORS-
PLEASE UNDERSTAND I AM HAVING EYE ISSUES FROM MS AND SO AM USING CAPS
AS I USUALLY DO TO TYPE. PLEASE FORGIVE ME IF THIS IS DIFFICULT FOR YOU
TO READ.
A COUPLE OF MONTHS AGO I SPOKE WITH SOME GENTLEMAN FROM THE HEALTH
DEPT
CONCERNING THE HANDLING OF THE COVID 19 VIRUS IN NEVADA COUNTY.I
STRONGLY SUGGESTED THEN THAT MASK BE MADE MANDATORY FOR ALL STORES-
PARTIALLY GROCERY STORES OR ANY FOOD STORE AS WE KNOW THIS IS AN AIR
BORN TRANSMITTER- WE HAD LIKE 12 CASES ON THE WEST SIDE. I WAS TOLD WE
JUST WERE NOT THAT SERIOUS DUE TO OUR LOW COUNT . THIS TO ME, AS SOMEONE
WHO WAS TRAINED MY CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERVICE TO MANAGE
SEARCHE FOR LOST PEOPLE - IS NOT GOOD LEADERSHIP AND HAS NOW NETTED US A
RAPIDLY GROWING COUNT.
WE HAVE SEVERAL ISSUES BEFORE US
1. TOO MANY VISITORS- BRING COV OR TAKE IT HOME
2. THE RIVER IS BEING ABUSED WHILE ALSO SPREADING THE VIRUS WITH ALL OF
THE GATHERINGS.
3  THE RESTAURANTS WHO WILL NOT CLOSE DOWN CORRECTLY OR ANY BUSINESS IN
OUR COUNTY WHO IS NOT FOLLOWING
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  THE GOVERNORS GUIDELINES.
4. THE STRATEGY OF HOW THE VIRUS IS BEING ASSESSED AND HANDLED.
5 THE TESTING ISSUES IS A MESS EVERYWHERE.

NOW WE HAVE BEEN MOSTLY CHASING THIS VIRUS AND CLEANING UP AFTER IT- WE
HAVE GOT TO GET AHEAD OF IT OR WE WILL BE IN TROUBLE FOR LONG TIME. WE
HAVE TO GET OUR ARMS AROUND IT AND STARVE IT OUT. THAT REQUIRED
LEADERSHIP WITH INTEGRITY AND GRIT. IT MIGHT ALSO MAKE PEOPLE MAD OR
MAKE SOME HAPPY- EITHER WAY, I THINK WE NEED TO CLOSE ALL PARKS TO NONE
LOCALS.I BELIEVE OUR COUNTIES  OUTSIDE RESOURCES ARE VERY IMPORTANT AT
THIS TIME FOR OUT LOCAL PEOPLE.WE DO NOT NEED VISITORS NOW- LETS SHUT IT
DOWN - UNLESS YOU WANT TO WAIT UNTIL IT IS TOTALLY OUT OF CONTROL AND WE
HAVE PEOPLE DYING - I AM UNCLEAR OF WHERE YOUR LINE IS- MYSELF, AS A SAR
MANAGER, WOULD CLOSE THIS THING DOWN AND PUT FINES ON PEOPLE WHO WONT
FOLLOW GUIDELINES. IT IS OFTEN TOUGH TO BE A LEADER- I ENCOURAGE YOU TO
CONSIDER MY WORDS AND OUR RESOURCES TO CHASE THIS THING. CLOSE THE
VISITORS DOWN - IF WE CONTINUE THE WAY WE ARE, THE SUMMER RUSH IS GOING
TO BLEND INTO THE FLOD OF CANNABIS TRIMMERS AND IT WILL BE OUT OF
CONTROL. WE CAN STOP THE BLEEDING OR JUST LET IT BLEED OUT-
PLEASE, EACH OF YOU BE SAFE AND FULL OF EMPATHY FOR THE PEOPLE YOU
REPRESENT.
RESPECTRULLY,
song kowbell



From: Julie Patterson-Hunter  
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 12:36 PM
To: All BOS Board Members 
Subject: FW: Our Community
 

Unable to identify District
 
 

From: martalisa  
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 12:24 PM
To: bdofsupervisors <bdofsupervisors@co.nevada.ca.us>
Subject: Our Community
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Consistent Inaccuracies numbers don't add up! There have been labs submitting positive
results only omitting negative results altogether. Mortality peaked in April with 16,897
deaths and has dropped by the thousands every week, Dr Deborah Brix in April said Covid
test are not 100%. Test are not reliable a common ycold triggers false positive test. We can
say the death rate is lower than they estimated  Then there is wearing a mask really, wear
one don't wear one. Our community community is falling apart, suicide is up, domestic
abuse is up our children are not being getting what they need.  Our younger generation
should be able to live there lives, our children should go back to school covid has not
affected the younger they are dying from covid. Why aren't our community leaders looking
into the testing and the truth?
 
               Marta Lisa Stone
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From: Robyn Caywood  
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 11:34 AM
To: Ed Scofield <Ed.Scofield@co.nevada.ca.us>; Richard Anderson
<Richard.Anderson@co.nevada.ca.us>; Dan Miller <Dan.Miller@co.nevada.ca.us>;
heidi.hall@co.nevada.us; sue.hoek@co.nevada.us
Subject: Yuba River
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Dear supervisors, 
 
I am writing about concerns over the amount of visitors we are seeing this year at the Yuba
and the impact it is having on our watershed and our community. I don't envy the position you
are all in trying to navigate these crazy waters 2020 has found us in. I want to acknowledge
the work you have done so far and thank you for your consideration. 
 
A large part of moving to this community 15 years ago was because of our beautiful Yuba
river. I can work from home and enjoy pristine nature as well as a wonderful community. Such
a win! And over the years I've watched the Yuba change with a lot more out of town visitors.
This has brought some inevitable issues such as parking, cigarette smoking, glass, fire danger,
trash, etc. This year has been exponentially worse than any year to date though. We need some
long term solutions to educate visitors about how to enjoy the river with little impact. And, I
strongly encourage in the meantime to close the Yuba on some capacity to out of town visitors
for the rest of this summer while we contain the spread of Covid and work on doable solutions
moving forward. Some other counties that are tourist destinations have handled this in
different ways. Santa Cruz was not permitting hotels to book for out of town guests and
limiting ocean usage to after 5pm. Bend, Oregon just announced last week that tourists are not
allowed. Other counties are limiting hotel and Air Bnb rentals to one month minimums and
Truckee I understand just announced that tourists are only allowed to visit with existing
reservations. No new reservations, and no visiting without reservations. Other counties are
completely closing waterways. 
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I have watched how things worked in the spring and also know (and love) our counter culture ,
rebellious community. Closing the 49 parking and closing access to the river will just mean
that people will park farther and walk on the highway. We have to have pull outs available for
emergencies. People will use them anyways. Or, they will inundate the residential roads that
can not be closed to access the river, which will overwhelm those roads. And others will go
more remote and use roads that are not built to accommodate cars creating more dangerous
situations. A car went over the cliff at Footes crossing a few weeks ago already. 
 
I suggest that Nevada County make a formal announcement that tourism is not permitted at
this time (or permitted with parameters) and require a parking permit to park near the river.
(Ticketing if you don't have the permit) You can offer a season parking permit for locals. It
can be very simple and low tech. We can purchase for a nominal fee after providing proof of
residency and receive a paper pass that we tape inside the windshield. We could offer a limited
amount of day use permits for a fee to guests staying at our hotels and require a minimum stay
to mitigate the turn-over of too many out of town guests with potential covid exposure. 
 
I also want to really stress the importance of the river for our family. Please do not close it to
local residents. My kid's have felt the stress and uncertainty of our times. One of my
daughter's friends committed suicide a few months ago. Their world has been turned upside
down. Family time at the river has been our saving grace. 
 
Thank you for your time reading. And thank you for all you are doing to navigate us through
these times. I so look forward to life feeling normal again. 
 
Warmly, 
Robyn Caywood
 



From: Dennis 
Date: July 26, 2020 at 4:41:15 PM PDT
To: Heidi Hall <Heidi.Hall@co.nevada.ca.us>, Ed Scofield
<Ed.Scofield@co.nevada.ca.us>, Dan Miller <Dan.Miller@co.nevada.ca.us>, Sue Hoek
<Sue.Hoek@co.nevada.ca.us>, Richard Anderson
<Richard.Anderson@co.nevada.ca.us>, "Env.Health" <Env.Health@co.nevada.ca.us>,

Subject: Valuable information: The Truth about RT PCR test


CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 

To the Board of Supervisors, aka PUBLIC SERVANTS and others,
engaged in this intentional criminal RICO conspiracy to violate the
rights of the people in this false scamdemic!  You are all engaged in a
terrorist conspiracy and will be held accountable for you actions.  Prove
me wrong with science and not rhetoric. Time to wake up and stop this
madness in Nevada county.

Dennis Ward
Nevada county.

Norton v Shelby County, 118 US 425:
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"An unconstitutional act is not law. It confers no rights, it imposes no
duties, it affords no protections, it creates no office, it is in legal
contemplation as inoperative as though it had never been passed."

By what law or theory of law do you think you can violate the
peoples unalienable rights and your oath of office without legal
consequences or indemnification ?
 

Date: Thursday, 23-Jul-2020 00:08:45
 
Update (Real News) via email - The Truth about DISEASES and
VIRUSES & COVID-19 7/22/2020

The Truth About the TEST!

The COVID-19 Test is called an RT PCR test which stands for reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction.

It was invented by American bio-chemist in 1984 by the name of Kary
Mullis.

The test does NOT...I repeat...does NOT test for a virus.

It tests for genetic material only.

Genetic material is found inside every living human being on the face of
the planet.

What RT PCR does is take genetic material and amplifies it, in other
words makes it larger.

If I test myself with our RT PCR and put the settings to say 30/35 cycles
of amplification I will test negative.

But if I test myself again at say 60/65 cycles of amplification then I will
test positive and so will everyone else.

It is because now I have brought so much genetic material to the
forefront it will detect it all.

This is how 'the scam' works.

The cycle of amplification dictates the number of positive test results



you get.

It is important to note the inventor of this test Kary Mullis stated his test
'cannot' be used to diagnose infectious diseases at all.

He died last year at the age of 74 and was well aware that the powers
that be wanted to use his test to test for Covid-19.

He was adamantly opposed to his test being used for Covid-19 right up
to the point of his death.

He stated that you can’t get any kind of accurate result.

In fact, the author of the test is quoted to say: “It’s as good as that
Scientology test that detects your personality and then tells you you need
to give all your money to Scientology.

The Truth About DISEASES and VIRUSES!

Viruses and Diseases do not exist PERIOD...end of story!

They were both created by the pharmaceutical industry who uses the
flawed germ theory to sell medicines and vaccines to the populous for
monetary gain and population control.

If the germ theory was correct there wouldn't be a human alive today to
tell the story!

Germs, bacteria, fungus, pathogens and even ‘viruses’ (which are not
‘viruses’ but protein based Exosomes within our RNA) are everywhere.

Life is made up of these things.

Our bodies are made up of these things.

So called ‘diseases’ are purely symptoms of an underlying toxicity
within the cells.

So called ‘viruses’ are manufactured within our own bodies as a
protection mechanism against over toxicity.

When we are overly toxic our body creates a natural detoxification
process called a ‘flu’, a ‘cold’ or ‘pneumonia’ to rid the body of these



deadly toxins.

With that being said, ‘viruses’ ARE NOT CONTAGIOUS in any way or
form.

The only way you can 'catch a virus’ is to be injected with one via a
vaccine.

The bottom line is please quit taking poisonous medications from Big
Pharma.

They are NOT helping you or curing you whatsoever.

Every time you take a pain pill...it shuts down your immune system for 3
days.

Most prescription drugs say take every day. (think about that for a
minute)

The Medical world has been a huge lie from its inception.

They fooled everyone (including doctors) into believing this is the way it
is!

They taught their lies in Medical School from day one.

They would indoctrinate the teachers, students and the entire world’s
population to believe their lies and most actually fell for this.

It's not your fault...you were duped.

It is your fault...if you keep on believing their lies and games.

Time to educate yourself and fast!

No more of the ignorance.

These days of being brainwashed and controlled are over.

Big Pharma is a lie from the pit of hell.

They are, as this is being written, getting sued to oblivion and will cease
to exist by this time next year.



They should be bankrupt within 18 months.

If you have family or friends taking prescription drugs please warn them
immediately to stop taking these harmful addictive pills causing
premature aging and an early death.

Every pill they consume is leading them closer and closer to the obituary
pages in the newspaper.

Hospitals will not be recognizable at this time next year.

They will pay dearly for their schemes in the medical industry.

They are being exposed during this 'fake virus' by their adjustment of
cases that they lied about.

If you have not figured out this silly game...then you have reached an all
time high of gullible.

Nursing Homes will also not be recognizable as they are being forced to
change for the better of humanity.

There will be 6,000 new technologies released that have been hidden
from the public eye by the Deep State Illuminati Cabal for decades and
even centuries.

All will be exposed as God has truly had enough of the corruption.

Your prayers are being answered.

Again your patience is required during the transition.

The easiest way to convince a society to destroy themselves...is by
making them want to participate in the insanity and actually think it’s
moral.

Q. How to chemically lobotomize children?
A. Tell parents vaccines are safe and effective.

Q. How do you get everyone to love being blasted with radiation?
A. Make them dependent on cell phones.



Q. How to make the masses surrender to mask up?
A. Tell them they'd be like angels helping others.

Q. How to make them believe they're all sick even if they feel great?
A. Tell them they're asymptomatic.

Q. How to make them believe there's a global pandemic?
A. Give them phony statistics. (don't try too hard...they'll believe
whatever the MSM tells them)

In the new holocaust people wont need to be forced into the train
cars...they will jump on board willingly and happily.

Turn off your TVs and do the research.

Google has been uncensored for a reason.

Wake up and stop believing the lies.

You have been brainwashed...indoctrinated...lied to and completely
controlled since birth.

You are a sovereign being.
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